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PORTFOLIO
CHARACTERISTICS**
AS OF: 6/30/2013

Tactical Muni ETF:
Duration: 3.00yrs
Average Maturity: 3.73yrs



Indicated Yield: 2.49%
Blended 30-Day
SEC Yield: 1.78%

Core Plus ETF:
Duration: 2.65yrs
Average Maturity: 3.78yrs
Indicated Yield: 2.07%
Blended 30-Day



All eyes and ears on the Fed. May and June’s selloffs and
massive bond outflows were tied to market expectations of
Fed tapering. The labor market remains the key metric
influencing ultimate Fed timing. We began shortening
durations in tactical strategies after the debt market’s
negative reaction to an otherwise modest June 7th Nonfarm
number. Market momentum and Fedspeak had clearly
taken hold, with fundamentals taking a back seat. The latemonth Fed meeting and press conference only fueled taper
fears, and we reduced durations to roughly 50% of
benchmarks, where we remain today.
Municipal ETF volatility remained historically high, resulting
in large disconnects between share price and the net value
of the underlying Municipal bonds held within the funds.
This is typical during periods of volatility as pricing of
underlying assets often lags the real-time market price better
reflected in ETFs. By the end of the month, most Muni ETFs
were still trading at discounts to their NAV, though to a
notably smaller degree as debt markets stabilized.
Among Taxable ETFs, those funds exhibiting longer duration
structures experienced more pronounced pressure due to
the sharper sell-off in the longer region of the yield
curve. The longer Treasury (TLT, TLH), Build America Bond
(BAB), and Investment Grade Corporate ETFs (LQD, CFT)
saw the most underperformance while shorter duration ETFs
provided some defense against US debt market weakness.

SEC Yield: 1.93%

Tactical Opportunity ETF:

Chart of Interest
Market Vectors High Yield Municipal Index ETF’s (HYD) share price fell to an
almost 6% discount versus its NAV, its largest since August 2011, though much
of the discount was recovered by month-end.

Duration: 2.94yrs
Average Maturity: 4.64yrs
Indicated Yield: 2.65%
Blended 30-Day
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Core Plus ETF: Our longer duration bias in early June
and underperformance in Corporate sectors were offset
in the second half of the month following a significant
shortening of duration across all tactical strategies.
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Tactical Opportunity ETF: Larger discounts in the
Municipal ETF space relative to Taxable ETFs hurt
performance in June relative to the 50/50 blended
benchmarks.
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Tactical Muni ETF: Munis endured a historically volatile
month, witnessing large discounts in HYD and
the intermediate funds we employ. Several of these
disconnects improved by month end and set up further
recovery in July.
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Gross Caught in TIPS Trap Gundlach Sidestepped

be accurate but are not

Buy Signal Seen in Worst Losses Since Whitney Panic

guaranteed.

Detroit’s Legal Fees Could Top $100 Million for Chapter 9 Bankruptcy
Bond ETF Liquidity Risks: Facts vs. Fiction
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Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and
there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product made reference to directly or
indirectly in this piece, will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), or be suitable for your portfolio. Due to
various factors, including changing market conditions, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should
not assume that any discussion of information contained in this piece serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized advice from Caprin
Asset Management. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability to their situation of any specific issue discussed above,
they are encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of their choosing. A copy of our current written disclosure statement discussing our
advisory services and fees is available for review upon request.

